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All circulant and symmetric (1, _ 5,) matrices A, B, C, D of order m = 33 such that 
A2 + B2 + C2 + D2 = 4ml’ are constructed. 
These are called matrices of the Williamson type. 
An algorithm is given reducing considerably the required computational time and suitable 
when m is not a prime. 
l[t is established that there are four non-equivalent Hadamard matrices of the Williamson 
type of order 4 * 33. 
adamard matrix is a square matrix of ones an minus ones whose row 
(and hence column) vectors are orthogonal. 
amard matrix is necessarily 1,2 or 4m, with m 
for their construction see [S, 6, 121. Since we 
construct an atrix of order 2n, from one of order n, the interest lies 
lliamson matrices of 
, then there exists an adamard matrix of order 4mt. Note 
potential number of solutions of order 4pnt 
er of solutions of order m a 
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considered circulant and symmetric A, , C, D and constructed them for m s 21, 
er the circulant nor symmetric are necessary properties in order 
to satisfy (i) and (ii). 
some solutions for m = 25, 27, 37, 4 aumert [2] gave one 
tion for M = 29. Sawade [S] did an exhaust’ 
mada [15] considered a restricted class of the 
one for 14e =37. 
n type matrices for m 2 29, however, turns 
of the formidable comp&ationa! time= 
r we give an algxithm suitable when m is not 
utational time is reduced considerably. 
> 1 our algorithm is imple 
solutions modp, then mod (9 and then merging them. gives a considerable 
reduction in computer time and we de monstrate our 
e also give an example in Section 3 when m = 15, in this case applying 
exhaustive search is reduced to a few cases and is done by hand. 
m = 33 we cannot obtain solutions applying Turyn’s method ]I11 
which requires 2m - 1 = q = I (mod 4) to be prime power. 
m = 33, satisfying (i) and (iii, 
etric block-circulant matrices. 
e matrices of order II =4m, 
47 
(ii) 92 + 72 + I2 + 12, 
(iii) g2 -t- 52 -I- !j2 -I- 12, 
(iv) 72 + 72 + 5” + 32, 
e appka?‘in of our algorith that (i) gives no solution, (ii) 
gives one so’aution, (iii) gives two non-equivalent solutions and (ivj gives one 
so ese solutions, up to equivalence, are giv 
re are altogether four non-equivalent 
order 4 - 33. 
have also applied our algorithm for m = 9, 15, 21, 25, 27 where 
tive search has been done before, [4, 81 and our results agree with t 
existing ones. 
ws we prove some results needed for 0 own 
lliamson equation is satisfied on the co tative (cyclic) group, 
then it is satisfied on a subgroup. is is essentially shown in Theorem I of 
Section 2, but in a context suitabie for our pu ses. In Section 2, 
prove a zz&t similar to Williamson’s which is useful for our algorithm. 
this section we give the necessary tools needed for our algorithm. 
e want to construct the circulant and symmetric (I, -1).matrices: 
A 7 (ao, al, . . . ) a,&, 
C = (Cop Cl, l l l .r Cm-i), 
such that 
A2+B2+C2+D2=4mI,,,. (1) 
rom the symmetry requirement we have 
29i = Um-ij a’ = 3L,2, . . . , $(m - 1)~ Vi E (ili, bi, Cip dj). 
&)beapxpeqmat of S 
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(i) If Qm = (0, 1, 0, . . . 9 0) is circulant of order m, th 
= orn-‘, i = 1,2, . _ . : wz - 1 and GiQm = QPGT. Hence G - .m 
F=K ( 









Us = dl,-j, j = 1,2, . . . , j(p - 1). 3 
s=(p-i: (zlodp) 
s-Km 
ow multiplying on the left A9 , C, D by 67p we obtain: 
6 = X,GT, G;B = y,G;f, G;C = Z&G;, 
ere 
G;D = 
= ( WI, Wl, l l l 9 Wp-1 1 , 
i 
aticns are over all i = j (mod_p), i C m. 
of (I), on the left by Gz and on the right by Gq 
(d-1, - 
49 
Xj = CEll, Zj = C, 
j=O j=O j=O 
a2 + b2 + c* + d” z h, -q sxj, yj, Zj, wj s q, xj, yj, Zj, wj Odd, 
Xj = Xp-j, Yj = Yp-j, Zj = Zp-j, Wj = Wp-j, j = 1,2, . . . , gp - l), 




m (2) we have 
iCm 
From ihe s etry of A and (2) we have 
Xj = Xp-j, j = 1,2, . . . , t(p - 1) 
Since ai = kl and both p, 4 are odd then xj ‘be& t e sum of an od 
of kl is odd and -q Xj S 4. Similarly for Yj, Zj, Wj. 
. . 
0 
(see also [S, p. 2191 or [l2, p. 
SPO zbo = co = do, then Qj + bj + cj + dj = k2. 
3 1) proved that if 
i 
From (2) we have: 
the summation is for, 1 <i < j(rn - 1), i = 0 (mo 
summing up $(q - 1) = 0 (mod 2) term, each equ 
(xo+yo+~+wo)-(ao+bo+co+d,+O( 




Xj + Yj + Zj + Wj = (~i + bi + ci + di), 
jszj 
i<m 
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in Theo 2 we have (ii)’ a0 + b. a-t co + do = k 2 instead of (ii), 
(xo+yo+~+wo)-(ao+bo+=co+do)= 
), j= 1,2,..., $(p -1). 
ao+bo+co+(-do)=ao+bofco+dO-2do=0, f4, 
Iliamson’s result holds, i.e., 
Qi + bi + ci + (adi) = 3~2 or Qi + bi + ci + di = 0, k4. 
(xo+yo+q,+w)-(ao+bo+co+do)=O(mod8) 
and 
Xj + Yj + Zj + Wj = (ai + bi + ci + di) E 0 (mod 4), 
i=j (modp) 
Km j=1,2,... 9 3(p - 1). 0 
ow for a given decomposition 
a2+b2+c3.+d2=4m 
e Q, bp c, d to be positive and so ao, bo, co, do are uniquely 
given in Section 5 we first nd all sequences A& = 
at 
- SXj’Sq, j=O, 1,2,.. . ,/7-l, 




Williamson matrices of order 51 
ositio = 72 + 32 + l2 + I2 a 
= @,l, 1) or (1,393) or (-39 5999 
=(5, -1, -1) or (l,l, 1) or (-3,329, 
) 4x (-l,l, 1) or (-5,3,33, 
= (3, -1, -1) or (-1, 1,l) or (-G&3,3). 
t is easy to see t at there are 6 solutions atisfying (3) (given i
At this point we can construct 
symmetric (+1, -1) matrices. 
solution: X3 = (5, 1, l), Y3 = (5, -1, -l), 23 = (-L l, l), 
ond lO* 10*20~20= quadruples A, B, G, 
examined whether they sa )m 
the six solutions X3, Y3, Z& given in Table 1, correspond 120 
possible quadruples A, method we would have to 
‘s, i.e., in all (z) l (Q3 = 
for the above decomposition 72 + 32 + l2 + 12. 
Ifp#q we do not eed to find explicitly all 120 quadruples A,
mentioned above but teed to the next two steps which give another eduction 
in ational time: 
similarly all solutions for X5, YS, Z., satisfying (25 and (3 j. We 
easily see that there are 8 solutions given in Table 2. f we take for example 
solution (5), of Table 2, i.e., 
= (3, -1,3, 3, -l), ys = (4, -1,3, 3, - 
2s = (1, -1, 1, 1, -l), = (1, 1, -1, -1, 1). 
Table 1. Quadruples &, Y3, 5, W3 satisfying (2) and (3) 
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TabEe 2. Quadruples X5, yS, Z’, WS satisfying (2) and (3) 
,- 
& ys 2s 
1) (-1,1,3,3,1) (-1,3, -1, -1,3j (-3,1,1,1,1) (1, 1, -1, -1,l) 
2) (-1, 1,3,3,1) (3, -1, 1, 1, -1) (-3,1,1,1,1) (-3,1,1,1,1) 
3) (-1,3,1,1,3) (-1, -1,3,3, -1) (-3,191, 1,l) (1, -1, 1, 1, -1) 
4) (-1,3,1,1,3) (3,1, -1, -1,l) (-3,1,1,1,1) (-3,1,1,1,1) 
5) (3, -1,3,3, -1) (-1, -1,3,3, -1) (1, -1, 1, 1, -1) (1, 1, -1, -1,l) 
6) (3, -1,3,3, -1) (3,1, -1, -1,l) (-3,1,1,1,1) (I, 1, -1, -1, 1) 
7) (3,3, -1, -193) c-1,3, -1, -l,3) (1, -1, 1, 1, -1) (1, 1, -1, -1,l) 
8) (3,3, -1, -193) (3, -1, 1, 1, -1) (-3,h 1, 191) (1, -1, 1, 1, -1) 
t is easy to verify that there are 
are 3 0 3 0 9 0 9 = 729 quadruples A, C, D corresponding to solution 
(5) which irave to be examined whether they satisfy (1). 
II) Combine ach solution X3, 
For example take the sohrtions 
= (5, 1, l), y3 = (5, 
and 
= (3, -1,3,3, -l), 
2s - (I, -1, 1, 1, -1), 
ion we see that: 
of the 3 A’s giving 
Y3p zj, W3 with every solution X5, Y5, ZS5 
-1, -l), 5=(-l, 1, l), W,=(-l,l,l), 
ys = (-1, -1,3,3, al), 
ws = (1, 1, -1, -1, 1). 
X5 there is only one A giving also X3, i.e., 
A=(+-++-++++++-++-). 
‘s giving YS there is only one B giving also Y3, i.e., 
--+-+9+--f+-). 
‘s giving ZS there are 5 giving also &) i.e., 
=(-+-+--k---H--+-+-+) or (---+++-++-+++--) or 
(----I=---+-I-+-t-H-----I--) or (--b-t+-+----+-+++) or 
(--c+++----++++-). 
( 1 iV e are 5 giving also , i.e., 




ese 25 qua 
and and there is only one su 
A=(+-++-++++++--++-), =(+-++ ---+i++--++-)~ 
airs of solutions 
osition 
nother serious re uction of the computational time is achieve if we consider 
only non-equivalent quadruples, i.e., if we apply the transformation j-p j . E 
(mod m), whex {ss, m) = 1, then aj+aj.S, I!Jj+ bj.,p Cj+Cj.s, dj+di,t, j = 
0,1,2,. . . ,m- I and the transformed A, remain circulant and 
symmetric. 
Note that j and m -j give identical quadruples because of the symmetry of A, 
need only to know one quadruple in every equivalent class. 
m = 15 there are at most 4 equivalent quadruples m each equivalent class 
0’ = 1,2,4,7). 
Now the transformati j-+ j l s (mod m), (s, m) = 1, b 
equivalent classes of A, C, I) into equivalent classes 0
If49 J&P with corresponding transformations 
j+j l s (modp), (s, m) = I, s <p and 
j-, j l s (mod q), (s, m) = 1, s c q. 
m j+ j 9s (modp) and j-, j(p -s) (modp) apply only one, because they 
give identical transfo ations due to the symmetry of XP, YP, Z’, 
--p j. s (mod q) and j-+ j(q - s) (mod q)). 
nowing (XP, YP, ZP, M$,j and ijir,, Y,, Z4, W*) we can find their equivalent 
classes. 
Attention is needtib here bC:eause to a 
do not know which is the pair of repres 
esentative of a class A B, C, D we 
ives of the car spending classes cf 
a 
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375 quadrupks to be examined 
4 non-equivale 
ivalent noi identical qu 
utationall time is 
(i) 132 = 112 + 32 + l2 + l* we found 12 solutions for p = 3 and 83 
solutions for = 11. So we examined 12 9 83 = 996 pairs 4 of 
gave no solution for A, 3 i.e., no adamard matrices 
e (circulant and symmetric) with t above decomposi- 
r 132 = 9* + 7* -=I- l2+ l2 we found 12 solutions for p = 3 and 81 non- 
equivalent solutions for cp = 11. Out of the 12 l 81= 972 pairs 01 solutions only the 
pair 
= (791, l), 1= (3, -151, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -l), 
= (5, L I), cl= (-3, 1,3, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 3, 1), 
& = (3, -1, -1)3 & = (-1, -1, 1,3, -1, -1, -1, -1,3, 1, -1), 
= (-%3,3), 1= (3,1,3, -3, -1, -1, -1, -1, -3,3,1), 
ohtions for A, B, C, up to equivalence. 
r 132= g2 + 5* + 5” + l2 we found 12 solutions for p = 3 and 97 
ivalent solutions for 4 = Il. ut of the It -97 = 1164 pairs of solutions 
0 a 
equivalent solutions for q = 11. ut of 12 0 103 = 1236 airs of solutions only t air 
= (-39% 5), 1= (1, -1, 1, -1, 3, 1, 1, 3, -1, 1, -1) 
= (59 1,l) PI, = (-3, 1, -1, 3, 3, -1, -1, 3, 3. -1, 1); 
&= (-1,393) 211 = (3,3, -1, -1, l, -1, -1, 1, -I, -1,; 3), 
=(5, -1, -1), 1= (-3, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1), 
gave one solution for A, 
at there are in all four non-equivalent adamard matrices of the 
mson type of order 132 = 4 l 33. 
For a given decomposition 4m =a2+8*+c2+d2, with m=p ‘4, p<q, our 
algorithm consists of four stages: 
) 1. Form all sequences XP = (x0, x1, . . . , x& satisfying 
0 i Xi zz a, (ii) -q SX~ s q, (iii) Xi odd, 
(iv) Xi=Xp_ij i=192,..*,~@-1)* 
2. Repeat the construction for YP, ZP9 replacing a with tp, c, d 
respectively. 
3. Examine which quadruples Ai, satisfy 
II) 1. interchanging p and q. 
2. Find all non-equivalent solutions by applying the transformation 
III) 1 
‘4 
If there arc h 1 solutions A&, yP 
L. d A = (a*, al, e. . , a,_J fro 
one). 
) to each solution A&, Yq, Z& THhere (s, m) = 1 for 
m j-+ j l s (mod q) and j+ j(q -‘s) (mod q) apply only 
& non-equivalent solutions 
ined solutions z ? 
.= 
1 xj9 = a, 1, 2, l 
i=j (modp) 
iam 
.= =: I 9 
i d:cp) 
itm 
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for every decomposition f 4m as the sum 
V 
2: 
steps 1,2, 3 of stage of the previous algorit 
all non-equivalent solutions by ap ng the transfo 
od p) to each solution J&, UP, ZP, where (s, IPZ) = 1 for every 
m j+ j l s (modp) and j-+ j(p -&modp) apply only one). 
)1 . ao, al, . . . , a,_,) from: 
Qi = CPm-i, i = 1,2, . . . , &n - l), 
ai = Xj, j = 0, 1,2, . . . 9 $(p - I), 
i $P) 
icm 
where X” = (x0, x1, . . . , x,-~). 
) Examine which quadruples A, , C, D satisfy A2 + *+C2fD2=4dm. 
for every decomposition f 4m as the sum of four odd 
squares. 
re we give the adamard matrices of the Williamson 
atrices of order 1p1= 33. 
(i) 132 = ll* + 3* + I* + I*, no solution exists. 
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(b) 
= (+ --+4-+---l- ---_++++-I-+++++-I-- --+--+-t---i- ---), 
=(++++++ ----++-+--++--+-++----++c++j, 
C=(++-+--+-+-- ++I--+-++-+-+++--+-i---k-+), 







where + stands for 1 and - for -1. 
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